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Welcome to the spring 2022
of Education Matters
As we slide into summer, there have been a number of developments in the
education sector which we aim to help explain and update you on in this newsletter.

Firstly, the Skills and Post-16 Education Act 2022 received Royal Assent in April,
embedding the Government’s policy to transform skills, training and the post-16
education sector in a bid to level up opportunities across the country. For the
learner, the Act will introduce lifelong loan entitlement. For further education (FE)
colleges and businesses, there will be a renewed focus on skills training responding
to business need. Governing bodies of FE colleges will be required to consult
businesses and employers to produce and publish a Local Skills Improvement Plan
with the aim of identifying and providing training that enables the retention of local
talent to meet the needs of local businesses. 

Hot on its heels, the Schools Bill was published on 12 May 2022 and is now making
its way through Parliament. Its aim is “to underpin the government’s ambition for
every child to receive a world-class education, no matter where in the country they
live”. It will impact schools, academy trusts, independent schools as well as further
education colleges and other post-16 education providers. Our article on the
Schools Bill explores the key provisions of the Bill.

Natalie Kent's article discusses the on-going press attention on the use of non-
disclosure agreements. This is a very difficult area for all education providers,
particularly because when sensitive issues that are often the subject of such
agreements become public, the education institution can be caught in the glare of
adverse publicity without a fair means of defending itself. The duties it owes,
particularly the duty of confidentiality, applies to all the parties that were involved in
the matter to which the non-disclosure agreement relates, including the individual
who may have bought it to the attention of the press. This often makes the provider
unable to respond constructively or meaningfully, if at all, to the criticism being
waged upon it so openly.

Josie Beal of our Employment Team explores the issue of age discrimination in the
context of retirement provisions applied by Oxford University and one of Oxford
University’s colleges. Both institutions required its academics to retire at 67, as a
result of which they were both respondents to an age discrimination claim. Despite
similarities in retirement age and their retirement policies, two employment tribunals
came to different decision, which were both appealed to the EAT, as Josie’s
discusses in her article.

Finally, with inflationary pressures impacting across the sector which was already
experiencing tough economic times following the pandemic and on-going funding
issues, education institutions need to make every asset work, particularly their
estates. Julia Harlock’s article will be of particular interest for any education
institution looking to acquire additional funding through a secured lending facility.
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